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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be a presentation on basic soil science, as well as using Web Soil Survey to find erosion factors and relevant soil properties.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sadhguru is on an international crusade to save the soil. NRCS, starting as the Soil Conservation Service, has been on a crusade to save the soil since 1935. Less people are listening to us because we are scientists and conservationists and not gurus. Xenophanes of Colophon (b. 580 B.C.) said “For all things come from earth, and all things end by becoming earth.” Saving the soil is not a new idea, we are still working towards that goal 2,500 years after Xenophanes lived.
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Presentation Notes
Introduction – 2 minutesBasic Soil Forming Factors – 5 minutesSoil Properties Affecting Accelerated Erosion – 10 minutesSoil Survey Data for Erosion Control – 10 minutesSummary – 3 minutesQ & A - up to 15 minutes



Introduction

Jeff Goats (jeff.goats@usda.gov, 307-233-6768)

12/2019 to Present - State Soil Scientist, USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service, 

Wyoming

2014 to 2019 – Resource Soil Scientist, USDA-NRCS, Pueblo, CO

2008 to 2014 – Soil Scientist, USDA-NRCS, Grants, NM

2003 to 2008 – Soil Scientist, USDA-NRCS, Victorville, CA

2001 to 2003 – Soil Laboratory Supervisor, Inter-Mountain Laboratories, Inc., 

Farmington, NM

1998 to 2001 – Agronomist Assistant / Conservation Supervisor, Navajo Agricultural 

Products Industry (NAPI), Farmington, NM

Education: B.S., Agronomy, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, 1998

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am currently the State Soil Scientist for USDA-NRCS in WyomingI started my career with NRCS 2003, mapping soil in the Mojave Desert of CaliforniaPrior to coming to NRCS, I worked as a soil lab supervisor for IML. IML was/is a Wyoming based company.Prior to IML, I worked for the Navajo Nation on their farm supervising planting and irrigation of Conservation Reserve Program enrolled land, as well as supervising the installation of efficient sprinklers on center pivot irrigation systems. 

mailto:jeff.goats@usda.gov


Basic Soil Forming 
Factors
Soil is "the collection of natural bodies in the earth's 

[sic] surface, in places modified or even

made by man of earthy materials, containing living 

matter and supporting or capable of

supporting plants out-of-doors.

From Soil Survey Manual, USDA, 1993

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certain words in this definition will be a recurring theme in this presentation. Natural bodies on the earth’s surface containing living matter / supporting or capable of supporting plants out of doors. Excludes growth mediums such as pea gravel, pure sand, perlite, vermiculite. Sand dunes may or may not be soil. Exposed bedrock on the surface is not soil, but the fractures in the bedrock may be.



Basic Soil Forming 
Factors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soil Scientist describe five soil forming factors:Biota – plant roots, fungi, earthworms, mites, spiders, nematodes, microarthropods, ciliates, flagellates, ameobas, cyanobacteria, bacteria. One kilogram of soil can contain more than a billion living cells, and more than 75,000 species of life.Climate – wet and cold, wet and warm, dry and cold, dry and hot. Alaskan soils are very different from Florida soils. Louisiana soils are very different from Arizona soils. Excessive water leaches soil. Tropical soils are often not considered very fertile.Parent Material – the geologic formations exposed in each area where a soil is formed influences the soil formation greatly. Some areas have primarily igneous geology containing granite, gneiss, basalt. Some areas have sedimentary geology which includes sandstone, shale, and limestone. Some areas have a mixture of these geology types.Time – How long each of the other four soil forming factors has acted upon a soil describes the time factor. Young soils lack development of secondary concentrations, or have recent layers of deposition on their surfaces.Topography – This describes the relief of the area around where a soil is formed. Is the area steep, with high mountains divided by streams or rivers running between them? Is the area gently rolling hills? Is the area flat, with few discernable features? Slope gradient, the aspect (N,S,E, & W facing) of a slope both affect the formation of soil and the growth of plants.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a digital model of an area I worked on soil survey in. Overall, soil scientists would describe this as a landscape, made up of individual landforms. The Landforms shown here, from highest elevation to lowest are: mountain, fan remnants, fan piedmont, fan apron, and bolson floor. Each landform will have unique soil types associated with them.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a soil scientist digs a hole in an area, they observe and document the properties of what they call a soil profile. The soil profile is divided, from the top, down to a depth of approximately 200 centimeters into layers soil scientists call horizons. A typical soil profile would consist of an A horizon, a B horizon, and a C horizon. Other horizon types include O horizons, which are high in organic matter, or R horizons which are bedrock.A horizons often have darker colors than underlying horizons, which shows organic matter accumulation. B horizons can have accumulations of clay, due to water moving clay sized particles from an overlying horizon. B horizons can also accumulate salt compounds such as calcium sulfate (gypsum) or calcium carbonate. 



Accelerated Erosion: A National & International Menace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we did some basic calculations, and made some assumptions about scale, could we calculated the approximate weight of soil we see removed form the above photos. It would most definitely be in the thousands or millions of tons. If we extent that level of soil loss across our country, what would be an estimate? Soil with adequate cover and functioning hydrology DOES NOT ERODE LIKE THIS!



K factor (Kf) for RUSLE2 & SISL Explained

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until around 2009, K factor, used in many erosion prediction calculations, was determined by knowing (in the soil component horizon):	Percent Silt + Percent Very Fine Sand	Percent Sand	Percent Organic Matter	Soil Structure	Permeability Then using the nomograph, developed by W.H. Wischmeier, ARS-SWC, Purdue Univ., in 1971The SISL (surface irrigation soil loss) model***Click for circles***



0.002 mm0.05 mm2 mm

Sand Silt Clay
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Presentation Notes
Soil scientists use the soil textural triangle to determine soil texture. Each axis has % Sand, Silt, & Clay. ***Click***The grain size of sands is between 2 and 0.05 mm. The grain size of silt is between 0.05 mm and .002 mm. The grain size of clay particles is less than 0.002 mm.We chart the proportion of sand, silt, and clay on the soil textural triangle.We can also get reasonable estimates of % sand, % silt, and % clay if we do a field estimated texture, also called soil texture by feel.
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Presentation Notes
Soil structure is a qualitative description of the general assemblage of soil particles. Smaller soil aggregates generally allow for more rapid water infiltration. Some soil structures are specific to certain soil chemistry or soil particle grain size. For example, soils high in sodium often have prismatic or columnar structure. Soils which have a predominance of sand size particles are often single grain. Platy structure often indicates mechanical compaction. 



Wind Erodibility Prediction System (WEPS)

Table From: Wagner, Larry E., 2013. A history of Wind Erosion Prediction Models 

in the United States Department of Agriculture: The Wind Erosion Prediction 

System (WEPS). Aeolian Research 10 (2013) 9-24

Slope (%)
# of Layers (Horizons)
Organic Matter (%)

Sand (%)

Clay (%)

Very Fine Sand (%)

Calcium Carbonate(%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask audience if they have used WEPS.All of these properties are available in Web Soil Survey data except CB and air-entry potential. I am not familiar with these.
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Presentation Notes
Soil scientists use color charts to describe the color of a soil horizon. Colors are primarily affected by the parent material and organic matter content.
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Presentation Notes
This is a diagram I created of the volumetric water content of a soil at two different moisture states. The pie graph on the left is showing the volumetric content of the A horizon of a Forkwood soil at Field Capacity moisture. There is approximately 27% water, by volume in the A horizon of the Forkwood soil at Field Capacity.The diagram at the right shows the A horizon of the Forkwood soil at Permanent wilting point. Permanent wilting point describes the moisture status of a soil when plants cannot create enough osmotic potential inside their roots to imbibe water from the soil, and thus “wilt”. Water held at permanent wilting point will be held against gravity. The water content of the A horizon at PWP is approximately 12%.FC moisture is also known as -1/3 bar moisture content (% by volume). PWP is also known as -15 bar moisture content (% by volume).



Web Soil Survey

https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soil Survey for most areas in the US is available through Web Soil Survey. Using Web Soil Survey, one can create custom maps and reports. Web Soil Survey is also a source of downloadable data for use in spreadsheets, databases, and geographic information software.
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Presentation Notes
The first step in WSS is to define an area of interest. We can zoom to an area using the “Quick Navigation” tools on the right, or use the zoom tool in the upper left corner of the map. After we zoomed in adequately, we use the define AOI tools near the upper left corner of the map.If you use GIS software, you can also import an area of interest in the form of a shapefile.
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Presentation Notes
After the AOI is set, the area will appear with blue hatched lines.
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Presentation Notes
Click the “Soil Map” tab, at the upper left, next to the “Area Of Interest (AOI)” tab. The soil map unit polygons are now shown with orange lines. Inside the polygon are the soil map unit symbols. In this case we have map unit 114, Boyle-Rock Outcrop complex, 5 to 25 percent slopes, and map unit 262, Ulrant loam, 3 to 15 percent slopes.If you would like to discuss soil survey systematic with me further, please reach out to me by phone or through email.











What Is Wyoming’s State Soil?



Questions & Answers



In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights  
regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions  
participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race,  
color, national origin, religion, sex, gender identity (including gender expression), sexual orientation,  
disability, age, marital status, family/parental status, income derived from a public assistance  
program, political beliefs, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity, in any program or  
activity conducted or funded by USDA (not all bases apply to all programs). Remedies and complaint  
filing deadlines vary by program or incident.

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information  
(e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.) should contact the responsible  
Agency or USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and TTY) or contact USDA through the  
Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made available in  
languages other than English.

To file a program discrimination complaint, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint  
Form, AD-3027, found online at http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html and at any  
USDA office or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information  
requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your  
completed form or letter to USDA by:
(1) mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights  
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;

(2) fax: (202) 690-7442; or
(3) email: program.intake@usda.gov.
USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer, and lender

http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html
mailto:program.intake@usda.gov
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